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The equivalence of the Birch-tlurnaghan equation to a linear Us-U« equation was illustrated in the 
previous paper. Here we show In a direct nannar how the vlr la l theoraa and the effect of core 
exclusion on valence electron kinetic energy changes lead to the convergence of the EuleHan 
strain expansion about the zero-pressure state. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
As 1n the case of the velocity expansion of 

shock compression data, the Eulerlan finite 
strain expression for Isotherm! pressure-
density data on sol Ids appears to converge so 
well that even In the best drcinstenees it 
shows little or no evidence for quadratic 
strain terns.1-2 since it 1s both systeaatlc 
and convergent, the Eulerlan strain expansion 
seeiws, therefore, to represent an optima way 
of characterizing the static lattice equation 
of state of all types of sol Ids over extended 
ranges of compression. However, a general 
physical explanation of this situation has 
unfortunately not been reported, although the 
consistency of shock compression data with 
standard, phenomenologlcal pseudo-potential 
and pair-potential models has previously been 
discussed.3 

Here we present a semiquantitative explana
tion of the convergence of the Eulerlan strain 
expansion from the self-consistent electron 
band theory of solids in the local density 
approximation for exchange and correlation. 
This theory has provided a basis for nearly 
exact calculations of equation of state 
properties for a great variety of solids. 

Several static lattice calculations for simpler 
metals have 1n fact been found to be well 
represented by nearly linear strain expansions 
out to compressions of 3. 2 He find that the 
vlrlal theorem can be used with this theory to 
relate the bulk modulus and Its higher deriva
tives to electron kinetic energy changes during 
compression. Kcftahan* has already Identified 
the litter as in Important factor 1n changes 
of phase and electron bonding at high pressure. 
The necessary kinetic energy properties for 
convergence are then derived in a semiquanti
tative way from several appropriate models. 

2. VIRIAL THEOREK APPLICATION TO BIRCH EQUATION 
The vlrlal theorem for Coulomblc systems 

relates the kinetic energy t and potential 
energy a- components of the internal energy E 
to the pressure P 

E - t * * (1) 
VP = dE/dln* - *| • * (2) 

I f we separate f i rs t order energy changes into 
scaling, a, and distortion, y, conponents such 

dt - d„t • dyt (3) 

then in Hartree-Fock theory dye - -d T t so that 
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dff£ - 0. In taking higher derivatives of Eq. 
(2) to study higher compression moduli the 
same cancellation 1s not complete and more 
complicated expressions result. 

It 1s known that additional swll terms must 
be added to the pressure Eq. (2) In the local 
density approximation. A rough estimate of the 
correction for the Hed1n~Lundqu1st model for 
exchange-correlation 1s < ZOt of the correla
tion energy. Looking ahead we will find that 
the desired properties depend on changes In the 
much larger electron kinetic energies, permit
ting us to drop this and other correlation 
corrections from further consideration. 

Thus we estimate bulk moduli and their high 
pressure derivatives from differentiations of 
(2) with respect to density, replacing •> by E-t 
and dE/dinp by VP to get equations 1n terms of 
electron kinetic energies and P. For Instance 
the bulk modulus K and Its first pressure 
derivative K'. the Hurnaohan parameter, are 
then given at zero pressure simply by 

3V K0 - dt/dlnp = t' (4) 
K0'-7/3 - dlnt'/dln^ = T (5) 

in terms of two convenient kinetic energy 
parameters t1 and T. 

The linear 81rch-Hurnaghan equation of state 
1s completely determined by these quantities, 
the pressure being scaled to K 0 and the co
efficient of the linear strain term, A] by K 0' 

AT - 3/2 (K0* - 4) (6) 
The convergence of the strain expansion in the 
rai:ge of presently available compression data 
1s then adequately evaluated by looking at the 
next two higher strain coefficients Aj and A3 
which Involve the next two pressure deriva
tives of K0. 6y differentiating (2) twice more 
and with the use of (4) and (5) we mav write 
these pressure derivatives at zero pressure 1n 
dimensionless form as 

M o ' - ~ V + cY(l - T /3 + dt/dlnp) £7) 

+ CT[(T - 1/3 )dx/din* + d 2 T / d { i n P ) 2 ] . (8) 
Empirically the K 0' Is a large number In the 

range 3.5-6 for a l l solids of Interest. The 
vlr la l theorem then allows this to be done 
with smaller values of T in the range 1-3. 
according to (5 ) . which values we justify In 
the next section 1n terms of the behavior of 
electron kinetic energy 1n compression. Here 
we argue, mainly because of the large size of 
r V , that the last terns 1n (7) and (S) are 
relatively snail as indicated by the 
nomenclature. Dropping them, we may show the 
smallness of Ag and A3, starting from their 
expressions In tents of K0. K 0 ' , etc. , 

A2 - 3/2 [K 0K 0- * K 0 '+(K 0 ' -n/3>(K 0 «-13/3)] (9) 

A3 - 9 / 8 { K o 2 V + « o * o J (Ko'-B/3> 

* (Ko'-16/3) [(Ko - 8/3)2 * 6]) (10) 

Calculations of A? and A3 in the Indicated 
approximations (7) and (8) are shown 1n Table 
1 to demonstrate their smallness. 

Table 1 

JV 2*5 4 £ 5J. 
A 2 .21 -.17 1.33 3.21 
A3 0.63 0.33 -0.54 0.57 

Together with smallness of the Eulerlan strain 
variable (~ 4R/R) 1n the range of compression 
data (<-5) the conditions (7) and (8) assure 
very smail non-linear strain contributions to 
the equation of state 2 below compressions of 2. 

3. HODEL CALCULATIONS OF T 
Here we can only qualitatively describe and 

summarize our calculations of electron kinetic 
energy changes during compression. He use for 
this purpose the quantity t' defined by (4) 
which represents a characteristic amount of 
kinetic energy increase under infinltessimal 



t ft (11) 

amounts of compression. According to (3) we 
may divide this Into dlstortlonal and scaling 
contributions, 

dm, dm* 
For example 1n the high density, uniform elec
tron gas modfcl t ' •• t „ ' * 2t/3 and * - •2 /3 , 
The logarithmic derivatives of t ' given by * 
and Us density derivatives then determine the 
convergence of the B1rch-*urnaghan equation as 
Indicated 1n Eqs. (S)-(10). 

For nonial atoms contributions lo Kinetic 
energy changes, t ' , are essentially localized 
to the outer, sore polarizable layers of the 
atom, as the higher energy valance electrons 
gradually become excluded from a rigid ion 
core. Such properties are readily seen In the 
electronic charge or potential distribution 
given by the Thomas-Feral (TF) model, which 
model proyldes a realistic average model for 
equation Df state. Table 2 presents some 
direct calculations of the kinetic parameter 
T , (5 ) , with the TF model over a wide range of 
interatomic radii ( t scaled). 

Table 2. Kinetic energy parameter In 
Thomas-Feral theory 

2'/3R . 

'TF ? ' 

100 
.45 

25 
.57 

10 
.65 

5 
1.0 

0 
2/3 

Thus in a TF gas model of compressibilities at 
normal densities, ranging over 2 < Z 1 / 3 R 0 < 20. 
or from metallic H to C$, kinetic energy 
changes raise values of Kg' to about 2/3 of 
norwal values according to (5) and,because of 
the slow variation of T with density,are also 
consistent with the higher order approximations 
in Eos. (7) & (8) . 

Boundary localization effects play a 
stronger role however in ful l electron-band 
theory calculations of energy changes around 
normal solid densities. Here electrons find 

themselves in band states of definite angular 
momentua I (approximately) which are confined 
to a region outside of a fixed ion core, 
increasing the sensitivity of their kinetic 
energy to compression of the atoaic ce l l . 
Volute independent core exclusion can arise 
both from the centrifugal potential 1n non
zero t states and from orthajonalizition to 
much lower states of the same 1 in non-thresh
old cases. These features ar* indeed guilt into 
the concept of electron pseudo-potentials and 
can be treated in a perturbation theory for the 
simpler metals. Here we try to crudely model 
kinetic energy effects 1n a non-perturbative 
way so as to approximate their properties in 
any correct band theory calculation. 

We aay f i rs t of a l l approximate enhancement 
of T by a simple. ona-d1mens1onal gas model 
for radial kinetic energies 1n which electrons 
are confined between the Wigner-Seitz and 
inner core radii of R and Rc where 

» c - Kc R . (12) 
In this case t refers to valence kinetic 
energies only and we can Introduce a related 
quantity A according to 

v - d m . din* (13) 

Then simple calculations for this excluded 
core potential v c x gives the large, realistic 
values of -r, when K^ 1s not small, shown 1n 
Table 3. 

Table 2. Core size dependence of kinetic 
energy for v c x model 

1/3 1/2 2/3 3/4 
» v 1 4/3 2 8/3 
t» 7/6 5/3 8/3 11/3 
dT»/dtn> 1/4 2/3 (2) (4) 
d2t w /d( ln P )2 1/6 2/3 (V8) (28/3) 

The large values of the higher derivatives at 
the largest Kc are taken to be upper limits 



due to model deficiencies (see below). How 
this model comes to have the essential 
features of the kinetic energy changes 1s made 
clear 1n a semlclasslcal treatment of electron 
band states of different I . 

The two main questions which are discussed 
here are what values of Kc are to be used and 
the adequacy of the uniform Fermi-gas 
approximation for the electron bandstates. we 
use a Thomas-Fermi nuclei at the appropriate 
atomic volume for the electrostatic part of 
the electron potential vjp 1n different t 
states. Thus band elgenstates are obtained 1n 
the lowest semlclasslcal approximation from 
the radial 'phase' Integral <j(e) • J* k(r,c)dr 
= n.» where k -C« - vTe - U+l/Z)2/2r2]l /Z and 
the kinetic energy of a valence electron t j 1$ 
primarily determined by Its radial quantum 
number n̂  and the corresponding density of 
states n i c - dn*/dc 

*i - * n . / n i . • \ . = i T \ ("' 
It Is well known that valence electron 

states are largely excluded fro* core states 
because of overlap with lower energy bound 
states of the same I or because of the centri
fugal potential for 'threshold' cases where no 
bound state evlst. If we represent this by an 
empty-core electron pseudopotentlal we may 
obtain a realistic estimate of R c (and K c) by 
requiring n^- 1/2 for electrons at the Fem1 
energy. Such estimates agree closely with 
electron potentials 1n metals calculated by 
electron band theory methods,7 Representative 
examples are given in Table (4) calculated 
with Thomas Fermi potentials. Carbon 1s an 
example of a threshold i-state (I.e.. a p-
state) with a typical small core, but in most 
cases solids with p-state bunding experience 
large phase transitions on compression and qre 
not of Interest here. Rb has a larger 4s 

orthogonalization core and 1n Ag the 4s core 
K c is especially large because of Its high 
density due to strong resonance bonding of the 
4d electrons. Experimental values of K 0' also 
Increase dramatically from C to Ag consistent 
with the increase in their K c's. 

Table 4. Semlclasslcal calculations of t 
1n Thomas-Feral potential 

E lement Z 1 / 3 R 0 TTF *C TO r\ 

C 3.82 > 1 -.2 — -1.0 
Rb 19.0 -.6 -.35 -1.7 
Ag 11.0 -.65 -.65 

Semlclasslcal values of X^ from Eq. (14) 
for particular band states In a fixed v-jp are 
also shown 1n Table 4 and they imply a -r equal 
to or greater than values In Table 3 at the 
corresponding R c. Additional calculations 
Including the effect of self-consistency as 
well as band averaging will be presented in a 
later, more complete publication. 
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